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Abstract

The objective of research paper is to introduce a conceptual model to better define environmental Critical Success Factors (CSFs) for Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) post-implementation stage based on the Technological, Organizational and Environmental (TOE) framework. In addition, the paper adds to existing literature the CSF of external trust with customers and suppliers, which few studies have done. The previous studies and their theoretical and conceptual frameworks are developed to demonstrate a new conceptual environmental framework that embodies CSFs that empirically related to the ERP Post-Implementation Success (PIS), and add new approaches into impacts of the external trust factor on the PIS of ERP. The paper introduced a missed place of research depicting the impact of external trust on PIS of ERP and as well a shortage of a better holistic conceptual framework structured to discuss the impact of external pressures and external consultant support on PIS of ERP.
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1. Introduction

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is a package of applications that integrate all connecting parts of the organization i.e. production, marketing, human resource etc. In order to link front-office activities as well as back-office activities in-house and external supply chain operations (Yang and Su, 2009). However, after a decade of ERP implementation, many companies have failed to achieve the benefits expected from their ERP programs (Shao et al., 2012). In the study by Panorama (ERP Consultation Company) in (2014), during the four years of research, ERP cost 6.5 million dollars and 16.1 months in average. Across this step, approximately 50 percent of projects have implemented ERP by the planned budgets, near 28 percent of projects have implemented ERP on their planned time and finally 66 percent of organizations cached less than 50 percent of predetermined benefits of their ERP. Furthermore, researchers have focused mostly on the pre-implementation and implementation phases of the ERP while the post-implementation stage of ERP has been neglected (Grabski et al., 2011). Few researchers have focused on post-implementation procedures and their effect within an organization (Law et al., 2010; Wilson, 2012). Lack of research related to this phase of the life cycle of the ERP is the main motivation for this study. In other words, studies on (ERP) are many, but few of them have dealt with the post-implementation phase (Shao et al., 2012).

The interrelationship between the organization and its related parts is necessary for businesses to build up dynamic interaction with the environment, customers, suppliers (Wilson, 2012). Furthermore, a complete view of the interrelationships existing between organizations, technology and the environment is necessary when considering the efficiencies and effectiveness of ERP (Paradice, 2009; Wilson, 2012). Thus, in an attempt to close this gap this study would investigate the effect of external trust of customers and suppliers to the ERP that could assure the success of ERP in post-implementation phase in order to achieve predicted benefits of ERP. To address this objective, this study used the TOE theory which has been used in several studies to examine the pre-implementation and implementation of several IS applications, such as ERP e.g. (Bradford and Florin, 2003; Zhu and Kraemer, 2005; Zhu et al., 2010). Some researchers have stressed the relevance of contingency factors i.e., organizational, technological, and external environment for ERP implementation and benefit realization (Kouki et al., 2007; Kouki et al., 2010; Schniederjans and Yadav, 2013). The TOE framework integration proposes that multiple organizational factors will affect the ERP post-implementation success.
Therefore, the TOE framework as a suitable theoretical support recognizes the possible antecedents, which could make effect on the post-implementation success. Therefore, through exhaustive review of previous studies, all the ERP CSFs in post-implementation stage covered under the external environment factors have been categorized into three factors namely: ERP external pressure, ERP external consultant support and external trust, in which most of their relationships with post-implementation success have not been empirically examined so far.

2. Theoretical Foundations

To examine and support the relationships existing between critical success factors and ERP post-implementation success, some underlying theories are used including: Institutional theory, attribution theory, Resource Based View (RBV), Social Capital Theory (SCT), and Technological, Organizational and Environmental (TOE) theory. In the following section these definitions will be briefly explained, and their support for their underlying relationship will be further discussed in the propositions.

2.1 Resource Based View (RBV)

Resource Based View (RBV) proposes that for companies to reinforce competitive advantage they must develop internal capabilities (Barney, 1996). Companies’ particular capabilities as well as human and organizational resources make the difference between a company’s success or failure (Peng et al., 2009). With the purpose of achieving competitive advantage companies will make use of whatever resources are available; however this is mostly pressurized by some competitive and institutional motivators. Whereas there are many motivators and driver by competitors, leading organizations, authoritarian agencies and governmental bodies to adopt, implement and use of ERP, companies mostly interested in employing internal resources, drivers and capabilities to force the success of ERP in post-implementation stage. Therefore, this study open new window to RBV theory by focus on external resources to shift and motivate success on PIS of ERP.

2.2 Social Capital Theory

Social Capital Theory (SCT) discusses about wide range of social resources and capital across the firms i.e., detection of the relationships network characteristics, obligations, joint benefits and ideals between individuals, sharing the knowledge as well as trust (Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998; Carey and Lawson, 2011). Social capitals such as ideals, values, joint benefits and sharing he knowledge are mostly preserved from extinction by in charge management (Maak, 2007), which can include both top management and overall commitment. Trust as a social capital component has significant effect on PIS of ERP and has similar effect like an organizational culture of firms that has protective and supportive effect on the performance of projects. The PIS of ERP project is more possible to occur while customers and suppliers as impressive social capitals have trust in ERP, in compare with the time that internal and external stakeholders are exhausted of any aspect in the ERP implementation community. High level of trust through the all level of operation, management and the social capital resources promote the possibility of ERP post-implementation success.

2.3 Attribution Theory

Attribution theory is based on how people recognize events and its relationships to their behavior and thinking. According to attribution theory, people attempt to analyze why and what other people do, and may attribute one or more causes to that behavior. A person’s internal attribution is acting in a convincing way because of some characteristics about the person i.e., attitude, character or personality, while external attribution draws the conclusion that a person is acting in a certain way because of some characteristics about the condition he or she is in (Heider, 2013). When something seems problematic in facing with the system such ERP, internal and external stakeholders might refer all failure point to the system itself, somewhat to their personal operation. Heider (2013) propose that the trust of the customers and suppliers to the organization and an ERP program is through the entire life cycle of ERP and not only during implementation stage. If an ERP is not understood by an organization, trust also can be reduced (Heider, 2013). If something is understood to be mistaken with the ERP, suppliers or customers might attribute it to the ERP itself or the operation of the system, therefore losing their trust.
Institutional theory suggests that institutional environments influence the organizations’ actions and structure, while to promote their efficiency organizations must also legitimize themselves in their external environment in order to make decisions (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Scott, 2008). Institutional theory claims that institutionalization occurs when organizations encounter many pressures i.e., competing for resources, customers, political power, social and economic fitness, which try to push them to be in line with their environment (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Teo et al., 2003). Institutional theory demonstrates that not only the desire for efficiency but also the company’s need to legitimize itself in its external environment influence structural change within the company (Benders et al., 2006). Using the institutional theory would further enrich the model and help investigate the external forces which would encourage or hold back ERP post-implementation activities.

2.5 TOE Theory

Technological factor in TOE theory considers the importance of technological insight in both internal and external perspective also useful in promoting organizational output (Tornatzky et al., 1990). These technologies contain various phases of the information system (IS), from foundation capabilities to the compatibility related to the organization. These technical characteristics will ease the foundation for the realization of benefits for the organization. Technological factors are introduced as a powerful predictor in the pre-implementation or post-implementation ERP (Chwelos et al., 2001; Zhu and Kraemer, 2005).

Organizational factors are the resources existing to support and maintain the acceptance and success of the system. These factor are include company managerial structure and size, as well as delicate characteristics of the organization i.e., organizational readiness to support the arrangement and a well atmosphere to use system such as ERP (Tornatzky et al., 1990; Chau and Tam, 1997). Organization has to prepare an optimistic circumstance for the system to implement effectively; hence organizational activities are vital for the ERP to promote businesses.

The environmental factors involve that the organizations external environment could influence the post-implementation process of the system through the central organization. Because implementing ERP within the entire organization is a complex function, the operation process of ERP requires in-depth information the ERP implemented organization may not have i.e., knowledge. By the way, organizations are influenced by their related industries, its competitors, and the ability of the firms to obtain the resources that supplied by others.

Table 1: Constructs, supporting theory and literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Supporting Literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>EEP</td>
<td>ERP External Pressure</td>
<td>Institutional theory, resource based view, TOE theory</td>
<td>Pan and Jang (2008); Zhu and Kraemer (2005); Zhu (2004); Zhu et al. (2004); Zhu et al. (2003); Kouki et al., 2007; Kouki et al., 2010; Nejib (2013); Schniederjans and Yadav (2013); Shaul and Tauber (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>EECs</td>
<td>ERP External Consultants Support</td>
<td>Institutional theory, TOE theory</td>
<td>Somers and Nelson (2004); (Kouki et al., 2007; Kouki et al., 2010); White (2008); Kronbichler et al. (2009); Zhu et al. (2010); Shaul and Tauber (2013); Ononiwu (2013); Nejib (2013); Schniederjans and Yadav (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>EET</td>
<td>ERP External Trust</td>
<td>Social capital theory, attribution theory, TOE theory</td>
<td>Gefen (2004); Amoako-Gyampah and Salam (2004); White (2008); Abdullah (2009); Supramaniam and Kuppusamy (2011); Upadhyay et al. (2011); Basu and Lederer (2011); Schniederjans and Yadav (2013)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Literature Review

ERP Post-Implementation Success

With regards to life cycle theory, ERP studies have been organized into a series of phases including pre-implementation, implementation, and post-implementation. Studies often gage ERP achievement by comparing it with scheduled time and/or planned budget, with lost consideration that create business value and enhance competitive advantage are the ideal achievements of using ERP. The successful deployment and use of ERP in implementation stage can have a reverse effect on the survival and performance of businesses (Markus et al., 2000). Hence, in order to enhance business performance and to create business value, implementation of the ERP projects should be considered as a continuous process (Hillman Willis and Hillary Willis-Brown, 2002; Esteves, 2009; Kouki et al., 2010). Thus, the implementation of the ERP transitions the project into the post-implementation stage (Markus et al., 2000). However,
while few researchers have reported on the long-term issues that occur in the post-implementation phase of ERP (Worrell, 2008), previous successes have shown that the system must be enhanced in the post-implementation phase to maximize its value, ultimately creating competitive advantage for the organization (Law et al., 2010; Wilson, 2012).

Previous studies indicate that when the ERP is implemented successfully, it does not mean that the ERP in post-implementation stages is also successful because ERP includes the implementation phase and if the post-implementation phase is not successful it cannot considered successful overall (Al-Mashari et al., 2003). As long as, success on implementation of ERP may be calculated via the ERP implementation cost and budget contained by the time schedule (Yusuf et al., 2004). However, success in ERP post-implementation is explained by many criteria i.e., organizational performance and the operational performance (Sedera and Gable, 2004; Ifinedo et al., 2010). At the post-implementation phase, organizations mainly focus on the effective use of ERP in order to obtain benefits from the deployed ERP and optimize the PIS of ERP (Al-Mashari et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2010).

ERP Benefits in Post-Implementation Phase

This study analysis ERP benefits of Shang and Seddon (2003) framework by collecting literatures concerning ERP implementation and post-implementation success between 2003 and 2013. It is not rational to study and use all the ERP benefits listed in the literature in a short period of time while the most significant ones will be considered to provide insights for both scholars and practitioners. These benefits are multidimensional, meaning that some are tangible and some others are intangible. ERP benefits could be classified into operational, managerial, strategic, IT infrastructure and organizational (Shang and Seddon, 2003; Raymond et al., 2006).

### Operational Benefits (OP)

Operational benefits include routine and daily activities including obtaining and using resources which are typically repeated from time to time i.e. daily, weekly and monthly. ERP system mechanizes and unifies business processes and enables process changes which could be likely to present tangible benefits such as cost reduction, cycle time reduction, productivity improvement, quality improvement and improved customer service.

### Managerial Benefits (MB)

ERP as an enterprise system prepares managerial benefits which are mostly intangible and include business management actions including distribution and organize of the companies’ capitals, supervising and supporting of operations business in critical times in order to take strategic decisions.

### Strategic Benefits (SB)

Strategic activities are related to high-level of decisions and engaged with planning in long-period of time, such as business integration and achievement, production planning, market competition, customer intention and investment sourcing. Enterprise resource planning, with huge intention to business involvement and incorporation internal/external capacities, has the ability to support the attainment of the strategic benefits i.e., business growth, alliance, innovation, cost, isolation and external relations (Pine, 1993; Victor and Boynton, 1998).

### IT Infrastructure Benefits (IT)

IT infrastructure is defined as an underpinning IT resources for all information technology business applications these days (Davenport and Linder, 1994). With integrated and standard application architecture, enterprise resource planning system provides an infrastructure to reduce costs of IT and business, promote ability to on-time/budget implementation of new structures and business flexibility for future changes.

### Organizational Benefits (OR)

Implementation of an ERP system results in organization focus, unity, learning and implementation of its selected strategies. Organizational benefits is consists of enhancement of a mutual mental picture about upcoming of the organization as well as promote communication between employees, which improves shared perceptive. Enterprise resource planning system creates organizational benefits i.e., promoted job patterns, powerful organizational learning, empowered employees, and a superior logic of shared perceptive across the organization.

### Table 2: ERP Benefits in Post-Implementation Phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Implementation phase</th>
<th>Benefits used in the survey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Nejib (2013)</td>
<td>Post-implementation</td>
<td>(\checkmark) MB (\checkmark)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Shao et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Post-implementation</td>
<td>(\checkmark) MB (\checkmark)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Zhu et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Post-implementation</td>
<td>(\checkmark) MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Kouki et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Post-implementation</td>
<td>(\checkmark) MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Esteves (2009)</td>
<td>Post-implementation</td>
<td>(\checkmark) MB (\checkmark)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the comparison presented in Table 2, operational and managerial benefits are in particular more related to the post-implementation stage as confirmed by the literature (Kouki et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2010; Shao et al., 2012; Nejib, 2013). Therefore, strategic, organizational and the IT infrastructure benefit eliminated from this study based on result of previous study because they are not a good predictor of the post-implementation success of ERP. Strategic activities are involved continuing planning, advanced decisions and strategic competitive advantage such as business growth and the business innovation that the company obtained over a period of time. This competitive advantage can be affected by other sources i.e., business strategy and market environment etc. Hence, it is more difficult to distinguish between strategic benefits of an ERP system, especially in post-implementation phase, from those of other sources. Furthermore, organizational benefits are result of the improvement in employees’ image about outlook of the organization and better communication that improves understanding of employees by facilitating business learning, building common vision and empowerment. Hence, organizational benefits represent the ongoing gains of the organization over time, and therefore cannot refer only to organizational benefits of the ERP especially in post-implementation phase. Construction of a good infrastructure is an essential managerial intention in every IT project to increase IT infrastructure capacity.

ERP Critical Success Factors

Environmental factors in (TOE) framework are important as much as the technological and organizational factors. External factors refer to all external factors that affect the success of an ERP implementation. In this research paper by exhaustive review of the literature on ERP post-implementation success and CSFs related to this post-implementation stage, ERP external pressures, ERP external consultant support and external trust are considered as three dimensions that cover external factors of environmental aspect of TOE framework on ERP post-implementation success. The results are presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Critical success factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CSFs</th>
<th>ERP External Pressure</th>
<th>ERP External Consultant Support</th>
<th>ERP External Trust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parr and Shanks (2000)</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somers and Nelson (2001)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanks et al. (2001)</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kouki et al., 2007; Kouki et al., 2010)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (2008)</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kronbichler et al. (2009)</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhu et al. (2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nejib (2013)</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schniederjans and Yadav (2013)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdullah (2009)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaul and Tauber (2013)</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ononiwu (2013); Tarhini et al. (2015)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarhini et al. (2015)</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Developed Conceptual Model and Propositions

The conceptual framework illustrated ERP external factors refer to all the external resources that affected the successful post-implementation of ERP. As a result, subsequent propositions are suggested by this study for future research to investigate.

P1: ERP external pressure has positive effect on ERP post-implementation success.
P2: ERP external consultants have positive effect on ERP post-implementation success.
P3: ERP external trust has positive effect on ERP post-implementation success.

Figure 1: Research model.

ERP External Pressure Influence PIS of ERP
Institutional theory proposes that institutional environment influences organizations, therefore, to promote productivity and legitimize organizations in their institutional surroundings, vital decisions must be made (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; DiMaggio, 1988). Institutional theory claims that institutionalization occurs when organizations encounter many pressures i.e., competing for resources, customers, political power, social and economic fitness, which try to push them to be in line with their environment (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Teo et al., 2003). Teo et al. (2003) describe these pressures as coercive, mimetic, and normative. Coercive pressures deployed by organizations, which are resource leading (leading suppliers and customers), authoritarian agencies, and governmental segments. Mimetic pressures defined as companies' reaction to ambiguity by emulating the other organizations decisions (mostly the headmost competitor) which, is considered as the optimum decisions (Teo et al., 2003). Normative pressures straight or ultimately press the company to set into the system and are outcome of proficient communities and proficient standards. Mimetic and coercive pressures could use as leverage to improve the acceptance of new process and functions to cover critical decisions in companies through post-implementation stage of ERP. Normative pressure ignored by ERP because this kind of pressure intend to appear through ERP user communities, professional agencies, conferences and other professional events that is not matched with solstitial nature of ERP.

Furthermore, based on resource based theory, in the time that there is enough competitive and institutional pressure to implement the ERP, companies are expected to apply more internal capabilities to successfully drive the ERP in post-implementation stage and mostly forget to take account external drivers and motivators to increase or decrease their performance indicators i.e., ERP operational and managerial benefits. Therefore, this study intends to investigate the following:

P1: ERP external pressure has positive effect on ERP post-implementation success.
ERP External Consultant Support Influence PIS of ERP
ERP consultants get involved primarily throughout the implementation phase and could also be great support through the post-implementation stage. This support is an essential requirement while new functionalities or solutions are implemented and deployed. In line with the increase in the population of ERP consultations, the usefulness and value of consultants are still problematic (Markus et al., 2000). In fact, among the reported problems of consulting services, some significant ones include fast turnover, the interruption of services, the lack of balance and proportion of information and problems of honest communication caused by assigning authority to strangers (Markus et al., 2000). Therefore, the following preposition is formulated:

P2: ERP external consultants have positive effect on ERP post-implementation success.
ERP External Trust Influence PIS of ERP
Trust is defined as a key factor in a long lasting and successful supply chain relationship in inter business interactions and is becoming a more crucial element due to its involvement in a high level of interdependency (Mayer et al., 1995). Therefore, trust between business units plays an important role in ERP, as ERP is also considered a backbone to facilitate supply chain management. Even though some approaches on trust are evaluated in previous literature, this study develops a conceptual framework, which considers qualification and conventional trust between the supplier, customer, and ERP focal company. The importance of trust in the economy of business relationships is that it reduces the supervision of detailed agreements, as well as reduces transaction costs (Gulati, 1995). Hence, the effect of trust is that companies are convinced that a partner company will carry out procedures that will lead to positive results for the
company, as well as preventing unforeseen outcomes that result in negative results (Anderson and Weitz, 1989). Therefore, a high level of trust will enable the company to investigate new beneficial preparations associated with the ERP post-implementation activities that develop inter-firm relationship (Hart and Saunders, 1997).

Trust is discussed often in the previous studies and in a variety of disciplines i.e., psychological, management, economics and sociological. This means that a lot is known about trust as a concept. Nevertheless, this also creates confusion about what should be considered as dimensions of trust (van Meurs et al., 2012). Both externally and internally, trust is the essential building block of organizational success. Because of this important position, it is vital for ERP professionals to analyze, manage and examine trust. Trust is a critical managerial tool that stimulates performance and commitment. Customer and supplier trust in this study are defined as a triadic group of trust, which included a focal organization, the supplier who supplies all manufacturing resources (i.e., raw material, device, service etc.) and the customers which have interaction with the focal organization and ERP (Adam and Sammon, 2004). Additionally, this study looked at the trust of the customers and suppliers to the organization and the ERP system and vice versa.

The importance of trust of the customer and supplier to the ERP program in post stage is part of the important driving force, which previous ERP post-implementation success researches have missed to address. Therefore, trust between the supplier, customer and ERP system itself is crucial for applicant and system protection and is one of the most important critical factors. Even though past literature briefly mention the significance of dealings between employees and applicants in a company throughout ERP application (Amoako-Gyampah and Salam, 2004), theoretical infrastructures i.e., social capital theory briefly discuss the crucial role of trust in the personal and an organizational stage to obtain spirited benefits. Few studies examine trust through the all ERP area, as well as trust of an organization like supplier or customer with the ERP.

This study concentrate on the trust across the all level of participant in ERP solution, the trust between customers and suppliers to the focal company and its ERP and the trust between the company and its customers and suppliers in order to evaluate their impact on ERP success in order to gain benefits of ERP. Therefore, this study intends to investigate the following:

P3: ERP external trust has positive effect on ERP post-implementation success.

4. Methodology to Validation of Conceptual Model

This study provides a conceptual model for both scholars and professionals that represent environmental CSFs through applying the TOE framework to ERP post-implementation success. Also, this study adds to the body of knowledge by improving a conceptual model with strong supported by theory that contains an assortment of CSFs that some of their relationship with PIS of ERP under the support of TOE have not been empirically validated yet. In particular, this study serves to prepare researchers approaching the critical factors that have not been examined in past studies, especially ERP external trust. The study prepared practitioners with a theoretically validated conceptual framework that described recognized environmental critical factors that practitioners can leverage them for optimizing ERP post-implementation benefits. In other words, this research paper only completes a primary level by preparing an optimum theoretical validated model for optimization ERP PIS and examines these relationships assigned to other researchers.

Following the methodology successfully used in previous related papers (Gunasekaran and Ngai, 2005; Van der Vaart and van Donk, 2008) this study reviews prior research publications. The logic of established relationship between variables in the conceptual framework be elaborated by discussing characteristics of proposed model with other previous ERP post-implementation success literatures. Further analysis, justifications and supporting literature about theoretical underpinning of each variable in the proposed model is bring and shown in Table 1. This study analyzed research papers through the fifteen years in ERP post-implementation success from 2000 to 2015 and the most significant and related papers are selected and as described in Table3, by searching the key names of “ERP post-implementation success”, “ERP post-implementation benefits” and “ERP critical success factors”. After comprehensive discussion of each characteristic the proposed model of this study is presented in figure 1.

5. Contribution

This research paper propose a new approach to TOE theory by highlights the important roles of some new environmental antecedents of ERP post-implementation success. Therefore, this study introduced new environmental factors (i.e., external trust) to shed new light to the body of knowledge about the role of environmental factors in the effective implementation and maintaining of ERP in post implementation stage. In summary, this study makes several contributions to the ERP community. First, it contributes to the ERP researches by examining the effect of ERP external
factors’ critical factors on ERP post-implementation benefits. Second, it contributes to TOE theory by theoretically showing that ERP external pressure, ERP consultant support, and external trust are more powerful environmental critical resources to improving ERP benefits. The findings of the study illustrate that firms can leverage CSFs to improve success of ERP in post-implementation stage in order to receive expected benefits. Furthermore, the outcomes demonstrate that different critical success factors may have different effects on ERP benefits; extending the common statement of TOE theory that resources bring competitive advantages. Third, this study contributes to the ERP studies by exhibiting additional evidence of the different effects of CSFs on ERP post-implementation success.

In addition, this research paper can guide the practitioner by propose applicable method in order to promote ERP post-implementation success and present what they need to care during and after their ERP implementation. Then it could motivate them in conduct their post-implementation efforts more effective. Likewise, practitioners whom experienced collapse in their ERP post-implementation activities and have struggle with post-implementation difficult situation can have a much better reaction to come out with its difficulty to speed up the value creation of the ERP and the achievement of its benefits.

6. Limitations and Future Recommendations

The proposed research framework and established relationship between their variables in this research paper do not yet empirically examined. This is the first time that this study offers an established environmental CSFs framework for ERP PIS with exhibiting ERP external trust as a major missed to consider variable, while further researches in the future to examine proposed relationships is suggested. Examination these relationships in the near future will confirm the validation of the proposed model and its related introduced variables. Additional, often studies more preferred to introduce a list of CSFs in different phases and context of ERP and examine their relationships with PIS of ERP, while there are still more rooms to study the antecedent of presented CSFs and the impact of CSF’s on other CSF’s. The study by Schniederjans and Yadav (2013) proposed comprehensive model for ERP implementation success based on TOE framework and introduce trust as a new dimension for implementation stage. However, there is still lack of empirical examination of this model. The lack of research on trust and ERP post-implementation success is the main motivation of the study, but this study suggests that future research should investigate about antecedent factors that may impacts trust between the user, supplier, customer, and the system beside empirically examine the impact of ERP external trust on ERP post-implementation success. Furthermore, is there any mediator or moderator variable that can explain or effect the relationships between established CSFs and PIS of ERP. There are numerous questions remain unanswered. The researchers hope that other scholars will integrate these ideas to promote knowledge of ERP post-implementation.

7. Conclusion

Literatures in the area of critical success factors and ERP mostly presented and developed a list of CSFs, without studying how well one CSF can affect another or affect Performance and vice versa (Akkermans and van Helden, 2002; Kouki et al., 2010). The writers of this study suggest that further studies should keep away from restricted perspective to ERP CSFs that break ERP post-implementation CSFs to the small components that is partial and prepare a greater perception of ERP post-implementation by applying a comprehensive point of view that cover up all ERP post-implementation success issues. This study with respect to at least 2 decade of studying on ERP CSFs and ERP implementation success supports further study concentrating on approaches that have lacked or missed. Theoretical supports has provided for the justification of each external factors of external pressure, external consultant and external trust in ERP post-implementation. Hence, new research room is need to open on trust before and during ERP implementation, i.e., trust through all organizations involve in ERP, external consultants that support and maintains the ERP and trust to the ERP itself. The study hopes that the model proposed here can be applied as an instrument for optimizing ERP post-implementation. Overall, scholars can employ this conceptual model to add separate components into their research. The authors of this research paper support further empirical studies using the model in future research publications.
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